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ne of the most rewarding aspects of our hobby is seeing newcomers achieve a particular milestone.
To watch a fellow member take his fist unassisted flight is such a moment - you may not have been a part of
his training…but it is still a shared experience…bringing back long forgotten memories of your own first
solo flight. I’m thinking in particular of two events I witnessed at the field recently.
The first was watching Mauro flying his foam trainer after the working bee last weekend. There was
a reasonable breeze blowing at an awkward angle across the strip which he was handling with what could
only be described as confident indifference…followed by a very reasonable cross wind landing. I asked him
how long he had been flying, because he seemed to be well advanced and probably ready for his bronze
wings….his answer was “about a month”……which set me back a bit. I added that whatever he was
doing….he should keep doing it!! I suggested that there were several ‘tricks of the trade’ that he should
probably know about (most of which he seems to done very well without!!) that would be best incorporated
into his flying as early as possible to avoid bad habits later on. More on this later….sorry, no photo.
The second event was when Sean Flaherty test flew his new Hanger 9 Taylorcraft recently.

The sense of achievement was obvious from the moment the wheels touched the ground after a near perfect
first flight.
I remembered to take a photo that time, and although I featured it in the MASA Newsletter……it’s worth
another look eh……
He has a large Corsair and a Sea Fury not far away….we look forward to seeing them at the field too.

WORKING BEE / F3A
It was a near perfect day for a working bee……light wind, light cloud cover and no rain…...nine members
turned up with tools in hand…..and we achieved all we set out to do. Thanks guys for all the fun…or yeah
….and the work!!
Several people sent their apologies - we certainly understand and thank them for getting in touch.
Graham and Jenny Willis put on their usual terrific lunch, which we shared with the F3A boys.
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•
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Field mowed
Grass whipper snippered around the fence line and bushes.
Sign cleaned
Bushes trimmed and fallen limbs dumped
Pot holes in car park filled in
Plastic roofing trimmed or removed from pits shelters
Club room cleaned out

The rubbish pile was deemed a bit too wet to burn…it can wait till next year…and give the bunnies
somewhere to hid for a while!
Sorry….. didn’t get a photo of Graham and Jenny ….was too busy eating!
The F3A boys were very appreciative of us giving them as much airspace as they needed, and in keeping the
noise level down to a minimum. The combination of their flying event and our working bee made for a very
constructive day for all.

INDOOR FLYING – 7TH SEPTEMBER.
The usual culprits turned up for another enjoyable evening’s flying at Cornerstone College. We instigated
timed flying sessions for the Micros and the 3D models, which practically eliminated the inevitable
collisions. What this did show me is that I need to get a Micro going again…so I can keep flying the whole
night.

PHIL’S MICRO QUADCOPTER

and

COLOURFULL CORSAIR

Hey, can I see Stockie having wee nap in the background….go on have a closer look…

I think I can feel the ‘itch’ to build another indoor scale model……well actually, to finish one that I started
about 5 years ago.
It’s a Miles Gemini twin that I was intending to
power with a couple of KP01 electric motors
(small brushed and geared electric motors about
10 years ago) that I bought from Laurie Kellsal
when he ran Fly-In from his back shed out at
Monarto.
She would be perfect for a couple of tiny brushless motors and a litho battery. She has retracts
and working ‘auxiliary’ flaps. The construction
is all sheet and some blue foam, apart from
tissue covering on the underside of the wings.

The wingspan is 900mm…..about
as big as is practical for an indoor
model…so the ‘flight plan’ will be
best kept to a bare minimum of
simple circuits with gear and flaps
retractions.

It has been sitting in my shed for years in this state of build……Mr & Mrs Mouse were about to make their
love nest in the rear of the fuselage…..they got in through the open rear side window….good thing that I
retrieved her in time before they ‘did their thing’ back there…..funnily enough, they hadn’t started to have
lunch on the air-frame!

PHOTO CAPTION COMPETITION
I received three entries to last month’s photo…..which showed Nick and Bob doing something with one of
the old starter benches.
1: “What part of STOP don’t you understand…?”

2: “Even if we CAN push start it…..I still doubt that we can
get it airborne”
3: “Something in this photo should be Heritage listed”

Here is this month’s photo…..
….showing my Grandson Ari and
me in my workshop having some
fun with my Wittman Bonzo.

There is no truth in the rumour
that I was giving him a seat
fitting….that’s just simply
rubbish……there is just no way
his feet would reach the rudder
pedals….yet?
Come on guys….let’s have some
captions.

SEPTEMBER GENERAL MEETING – Tuesday 24th August
Brian Lockett has kindly agreed to give us a talk on fiberglass moulding techniques. Brian has had a lot of
experience in this area so we can look forward to an interesting evening.
--------OK that’s your lot for this month….see you at the Great Eastern Hotel on the 24th.
Don’t forget…….there are two ways of getting an aircraft to loose height………push the stick
forward…….or pull it back……...either way, eventually you will be going down.
Cheers
Paul

